ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

24
The modulation of neuronal responses by spatial or featural attention has been examined 25 extensively in area V4 in monkey visual cortex. When a monkey's attention is directed towards 26 the receptive field (RF) location of a V4 neuron, improvement in perceptual performance in that 27 region is accompanied by several changes in neuronal activity. Typically, spike rates are greater 28 (Luo and Maunsell, 2015; Moran and Desimone, 1985) ; individual response variance is reduced; 29 and pairwise spike correlations (noise correlation) decrease (Cohen and Maunsell, 2009; Reynolds 30 and Heeger, 2009). Similarly, responses of V4 neurons can be augmented when an animal 31 increases it attentional effort (the intensive aspect of attention) when faced with a more challenging 32 task (Boudreau et al., 2006; Spitzer et al., 1988) . 33
However, interpreting neuronal correlates of attention is challenging because it is so closely 34 intertwined with many cognitive and experimental covariates, such as stimulus features, action 35 planning and reward parameters. Expectation of a potential reward is one of the primary external 36 motivators for an animal engaged in a laboratory task. Information about rewards has been reported 37 to exist in many brain structures, including visual areas that are affected by changes in attentional 38 states. Spike rates of neurons in visual cortical area V4 and the lateral intraparietal cortex (LIP) 39 can follow absolute reward size associated with a visual target inside their RFs in a manner 40 independent of attentional performance (Baruni et contingency associated with a stimulus while being independent of the relative reward value. 45
Because attention and reward are both defined by their action on goal-directed behavior, their high 46 1B). The monkey therefore had to estimate reward expectancy based on previous trials to adjust 95 its behavioral strategy in allocating effort between blocks. 96
Varying rewards in different blocks of trials allowed us to behaviorally control the amount 97 of attention the animal directed to each stimulus location. Animals were encouraged to maintain a 98 Figure 1 . Manipulation of attentional effort using differential reward outcomes. (A) Visual spatial attention task. Monkeys were required to fixate, attend to sample stimuli (Gabors) presented in both hemifields (inside and outside of recorded neurons' receptive field (RF)) and report an orientation change that occurred in one of the two test intervals by making a saccade to the stimulus location. (B) Unsignaled change in reward size between large and small values over blocks of 120 trials. (C) Attention operating characteristic (AOC) curve, indicating behavioral sensitivity (d', circles) and criterion (c, triangles) on individual sessions and their average (solid markers) for test stimuli inside and outside RF during two reward conditions, large and small (24. Total sessions: 9 monkey P; 15 monkey S). Dotted colored lines indicate average d' in each hemifield. Lines connect two reward conditions within a session. Error bars, 95% confidence intervals. (D) Eye positions (top) and pupil areas (bottom) aligned to trial events in an example session. Each of 9 blocks, 120 trials/ block. Error bars, 95% confidence intervals. (E) Block averaged pupil area during pre-stimulus fixation and sample stimulus periods. Pupil area was normalized to mean of pre-stimulus fixation during small reward trial blocks. Error bars, 95% confidence intervals. p < 0.01, ranksum test) and average absolute sustained rates (monkey P mean 16.2 SEM 0.7 148 spikes/s, monkey S mean 18.5 SEM 0.6 spikes/s, p < 0.01, ranksum test). Principal component 149 of spike rates of correct trials in large and small reward blocks for an example neuron in V4. Single trial spike counts were binned at 2 ms, smoothed with s = 15 ms half-Gaussian and then aligned at the onset of sample stimulus. Horizontal bar, sample stimulus presentation. (B-C) Population PSTHs for monkey P (B) and monkey S (C). For population average, spike rates of each neuron were normalized to its peak response within 60 -260 ms from sample stimulus onset (monkey P, n = 407; monkey-S, n = 563). Error bars, 95% confidence intervals (bootstrap, n = 10 4 ). (D) Distribution of neuronal modulation indices (MI) of all units from both monkey P and S (n = 970). Red bars, neurons with MI values significantly different from 0 (n = 603/ 970, p < 0.05). White bars, non-significant MI. Solid triangle, population MI averaged across all units (n = 970, p < 10 -105 , t-test).
(PC) analysis of spike peri-stimulus histograms of all neurons revealed that monkey P has higher 150 principal component scores associated with third PC, which captured transient peak response 151 ( Figure S2 ). To quantify neuronal modulation by attentional effort, we computed a modulation 152 index (MI) as the difference of firing rates (60-260 ms from sample onset) between high effort 153 (large reward) and low effort (small reward) conditions divided by their sum. The mean MI was 154 significantly greater than zero, indicating higher firing rates during high effort condition (mean = 155 0.05, p < 10 -105 , n = 970, t-test; Figure 2D or ~11.6% increase in firing rate). The attentional effort 156 effect was also significant for individual monkeys (monkey P, mean = 0.08, p < 10 -70 ; monkey S, 157 mean = 0.03, p < 10 -52 ; Figure S3 ). In addition, of 970 units recorded in V4 in the two monkeys, 158 significant effort modulations (p < 0.05) were observed in 603 (62%) units. Thus, an isolated 159 change in attentional effort affects responses in V4 in absence of behavioral selectivity or response 160 criterion changes. 161
Trial-by-trial physiological and behavioral dynamics in response to reward modulation 162 Many experimental covariates might closely follow the timing of changes in reward size. We 163 therefore examined the dynamics of neuronal, physiological and behavioral responses associated 164 with reward changes. Trial-by-trial values of behavioral d', sample-stimuli-evoked pupil area and 165 spike counts were aligned to the first correct trial after block transitions, and then averaged across 166 blocks (Figure 3) . The first reward in a block unambiguously signaled a block transition, which 167 was otherwise unannounced. Block-averaged single trial reward values received by the animals 168 approximated step functions (single exponential fit: t = 0.2 and 0.5 trials respectively for 169 transitions from small-to-large (n = 212 blocks) and from large-to-small (n = 205 blocks), Figure  170 3A). Behavioral d' closely tracked reward changes for the transition from large-to-small (t = 1). 171 , pupil area (F) and V4 spike counts (G) in response to reward changes from large to small and reverse. Horizontal error bars, mean ± SEM of reward size across blocks at the center value of y-axis variable. (H) V4 spike counts as a function of d' changes. Vertical lines, mean d' across blocks at the half-value of spike counts. (I) Top, Analysis widows for reward matched V4 spike counts in large and small reward blocks within first 10 trials at the beginning (middle, cyan) and last 60 trials at the end of blocks (bottom, purple). Bars, mean received rewards across trials binned between 0-1 (bin size = 0.2, overlap = 0.1; within session normalized) for two reward-block conditions. Error bars, 95% confidence intervals (bootstrap, n = 10 4 ). Circles, mean normalized spike counts (n = 970) on immediate next trial. (J) Left, Linear regression between mean pupil area (0 -400 However, the d' was much slower (t = 12.2) for transitions from small to large ( Figure 3B) . As 173 expected, trial constants of percent-correct followed a time course similar to d' (large-to-small, t 174 = 1; small to large, t = 9.0; Figure S4 ). In contrast to task performance, pupil area and population 175 mean V4 spike responses (60-260 ms from sample onset) had the same slow decays for large to 176 small transitions (t = 9 for both) and similar, faster rises for small to large transitions (t = 4 and 2 177 respectively for pupil area and spikes, Figure 3C-D) . 178
The dynamics of the effects of reward transitions on neuronal firing, pupil area and 179 behavior can be clearly seen in hysteresis plots (Figure 3E-G) . Behavioral d' tracks transitions 180 from small-to-large reward size more slowly than transitions from large-to-small reward size 181 ( Figure 3E ). In contrast, pupil area and neuronal responses track transitions from small-to-large 182 reward size more quickly than transitions from large-to-small. The normalized reward value at 183
which the values reach their mid-point differ significantly for high-to-low and low-to-high 184 transitions for all three measures (horizontal bars in Figure 3E -G, mean ± SEM, p < 10 -31 , t-test). While the average spike rate in area V4 changed slowly following block transitions, the 191 averages might obscure trial-to-trial changes in neuronal activity that tracked the reward received 192 ms), spike counts (60 -260 ms) and reward conditions (high and low efforts) across all trials were fit separately for each neuron. Population mean ± SEM of fitted coefficients (effort and spike counts) for neurons with significant fit (p < 0.05, n = 625). Right, Two separate linear regression fits between pupil area and spike counts for large and small reward trials. Mean ± SEM of fitted coefficients of spike counts in for the two reward conditions for neurons with significant fit (p < 0.05, n = 334). The similar dynamics of pupil area ( Figure 3C ) and spike rate ( Figure 3D) suggest that a 206 larger pupil area associated with high effort might enhance effective retinal illumination, which 207 might elevate V4 neuronal spiking. To test this possibility, we quantified how well pupil area 208 correlates with V4 spike rates and effort states ('high' or 'low') for all neurons using linear 209 regression (Methods). Regression coefficients for effort were more than eight-fold higher than the 210 coefficients for spike rate (mean ± SEM, spike rate, 0.08 ± 0.005; effort, 0.68 ± 0.01; Wilcoxon 211 rank sum test, (WRS) n = 625, p = 10 -196 ; Figure 3J , left). Weak relationship between pupil area 212 and spike rate was similar for the two reward conditions, when mean pupil area was fit separately 213 for small and large reward trials (mean ± SEM, small reward, 0.094 ± 0.008; large reward, 0.097 214 ± 0.01; WRS test, n = 334, p = 0.13; Figure 3J , right). We additionally measured the temporal 215 relationship between single trial V4 spike trains and pupil area dynamics using cross-correlation 216 and spike triggered averaged (STA) pupil area for each neuron (Methods). None of the neurons 217 show any significant correlation between PSTHs of pupil area and spike rates (binned at 10 ms) 218 over the analysis window from -350 ms to 350 ms from sample on ( Figure S6) . Similarly, STA-219 pupil area that measured the extent to which individual spikes were aligned with pupil area did not 220 show any significant relationship between single spikes of individual neurons and pupil area 221 (absent of STA-pupil area >0 at negative lags; Figure S7 ). Together, these results suggest that V4 222 spike activity and the autonomic sympathetic system that regulates pupil dilation are both strongly 223 modulated by common top-down cognitive states rather than a direct influence of changing retinal 224 illumination on V4 spike activity within the limit of observed pupil area change. 225
Encoding of attentional states in area V4 226
To understand better how V4 neurons encode a cognitive state associated with enhanced 227 attentional effort, we fitted single trial spike counts of every neuron using a generalized linear 228 model (GLM) as a function of experimental predictor variables (Methods). In a detailed GLM 229 (complete model; Figure 4A ), we used 13 predictor variables: orientation of sample stimuli inside 230 RF; mean pupil area during the sample period; the saccadic choice; and a reward history that 231 consisted of reward outcomes in each of the previous 10 trials. We also compared the performance 232 of this complete model with two reduced GLMs (Figure S10 Instantaneous pupil area remained a strong predictor when we compared with constant effort levels 248 ('high' and 'low') as well as block-averaged single trial pupil area in two alternate models (PI, 249 mean ± SEM, constant effort, 2.3 ± 0.07; blocked-averaged pupil area, 2.7 ± 0.09, instantaneous 250 pupil area, 5.37 ± 0.19; ANOVA, F(2, 2195) = 166.31, p < 10 -67 ; Figure S11 ). Together, these suggest 251 that even though reward history is the primary external motivator for the monkeys, V4 spike 252 responses to the sample stimuli encode instantaneous attentional effort more strongly than recent 253 reward outcome value or saccade choices. 254
It is possible that reward history has more weight around the time of block transitions, when 255 expectations change rapidly (Baruni et al., 2015) . Because most of the trials within blocks in our 256 task occur long after a transition (steady-state), this weight would be diluted. To address this, we 257 also fit spike counts from only the first 20 trials after block transitions with the same complete-258 GLM as shown in Figure 4A . (Figure S12) . As with the complete data set, stimulus orientation 259 and pupil area contribute much more strongly to V4 spike counts than does reward history. 260 Although both the pupil area and spike counts are not directly related, they are linked to the top-261 down attentional effort in a similar way. Thus, the attentional state as represented by pupil area is 262 encoded on single trial spike counts during the sample stimuli period. 263
Dynamic encoding of stimulus change-detection in area V4 264
Although reward representation in V4 is weak during the sample stimuli interval, stronger signals 265 might emerge closer to the behavioral response. We therefore separately fit spike counts during 266 the choice interval (test 1 interval) using a similar complete GLM. We used only those trials for 267 which test 1 stimulus appeared inside RFs and the animal did not initiate a saccade until after the 268 analysis period (which was 60-260 ms from test 1 stimulus onset; 44. (right, Figure 5C) . 306 Figure 5A ) and probability of saccade (saccade model, Figure  S11 ). Open red circle, observed response. Filled black circles, incorrect prediction. Dot, predicted probability of a response. Finally, we tested the detection accuracy of stimulus orientation change from observed V4 spiking 308 activity during the test 1 stimulus by using the fitted model on a single trial in a 10-fold cross-309 validation test dataset (Methods). A random pair of trials, one from non-match (hit or miss) and 310
another from match (CR or FA) without replacement, were selected. For each of these two trials, 311
we evaluated the likelihoods of observed spike counts to be consistent with spike counts under the 312 two possible orientation changes for each fitted neuron within a session. Sum of the log-likelihood 313 ratios across neurons amounts to the predicted probability of a realization of orientation change on 314 that trial. Only if the decoded orientation changes on both trials of the selected pair match with the 315 observed data was the discrimination of an orientation-change from no-change considered correct. 316 Figure 5D shows model-fitted population-averaged spike counts and decoded task variables, 317 orientation change (top, using Dori GLM) and saccadic choice (bottom, using saccade GLM as 318 described in Figure S11 ) on 20 pairs of randomly selected trials in an example session. Similar to 319
saccade prediction, we also tested accuracy in discriminating response choices i.e. hit from miss 320 or FA from CR from observed spike counts during test 1 using the same saccade-GLM. Prediction 321 accuracy of orientation change (using Dori-GLM) is better than both saccade and choice (hit vs 322 miss or CR vs FA) predictions (using saccade-GLM) across all sessions (mean ± SEM, Dori, 68.5 323 ± 2.8%, saccade, 50.0 ± 1.4%, choice, 18.1 ± 1.8%; p = 10 previous results, the current data is the first demonstration that V4 neurons are modulated to a 335 comparable degree by either non-selective attentional effort or attentional selectivity. As a result 336 of reward size changes, the block averaged cortical responses covary with physiological pupil area 337 and behavioral performance (d'). However, these three measures dissociate at the block transitions 338 and exhibit differential degrees of dependency on trial history. Stimulus features and pupil area 339 strongly contribute to V4 spike counts throughout the trial duration as revealed by single trial 340 information encoding. V4 spike counts contain very little information about immediate reward 341 history. Additionally, perceptual detection of a task-relevant stimulus emerges as a strong 342 contributor to V4 spiking during the decision period. This perceptual detection is independent of 343 behavioral choice. 344
The rise of d' following an increase in reward is slow relative to the increase in V4 spike 345 rate and pupil area. This may occur because performance in an attention demanding task depends 346 not only on the state of sensory structures such as V4, but also on that in downstream decision and 347 motor circuits. These downstream circuits could respond to changes in reward with their own 348 dynamics. It remains to be determined how much subjects can control the dynamics of their 349 responses to changes in reward expectation. Our design used no cueing other than reward size 350 itself. It is possible that an explicit cue at the beginning of each trial might produce more coincident 351 changes in neuronal spiking and d'. However, animal subjects typically achieve less pronounced 352 behavioral changes when trials of different reward contingencies are randomly interleaved on each 353 trial, and spatial cues at the start of the trial indicate the trial type (Baruni et al., 2015) . Block-wise 354 control of animals' effort can be more effective for producing performance changes. Although a 355 limitation of the latter design is that the reward outcome and attentional state covary and make it 356 more challenging to dissociate true representation of neuronal modulation (for review (Maunsell, 357 2004)). Our task design of manipulating attentional states within small block of trials and using 358 single trial analysis was crucial for isolating relative contributions of attentional effort, reward 359 history and perceptual performance. 360
In contrast to reward increase, performance drops quickly with decreased reward even 361 though pupil area and neuronal response remain elevated (i.e. delayed decay, The relationships between reward expectation, behavioral d' and V4 spiking have also been 389 examined in a previous study (Baruni et al., 2015) that found the expectation of a large reward 390 increases spike rates of V4 neurons relative to expectation of a low reward, even when d' is the 391 same across those conditions. Consistent with this previous finding, we found that the d' was 392 slower to respond to changes in reward schedule than was V4 spiking. The early study randomly 393 interleaved different rewards conditions on a trial-by-trial basis, while our task contingencies were 394 entirely predictable over blocks of 120 trials. We would expect to see results qualitatively similar 395 to the previous report (Baruni et small values without any prior cue to the animal. Reward sizes for hits (correct response in 467 nonmatch trial) and CRs (correct rejections in match trial) were adjusted as needed to encourage 468 the animal to maintain a behavioral criterion close to zero (Luo and Maunsell, 2015) . Although, 469 trial averaged criterion within a reward condition remained zero, there was a transient change in 470 criterion immediate after the block transition (reward switch) which then approached zero over a 471 few trials ( Figure S5) . Distributions of reward sizes are shown in Figure S1 . 472
Electrophysiological Recording and Data Collection 473
Extracellular neuronal signals from the chronically implanted multielectrode array were amplified, 474 bandpass filtered (250-7,500 Hz) and sampled at 30 kHz using a Cerebus data acquisition system 475 (Blackrock Microsystems). We simultaneously recorded from multiple single units as well as 476 multiunits (563, monkey S; 407, monkey P) over 24 sessions (15 for monkey S, 9 for monkey P). 477
Before each experimental session, we mapped receptive fields and stimulus preferences of neurons 478 while the animal fixated. These fields were used to optimize the stimulus parameters. Spikes from 479 each electrode were sorted offline (Offline-Sorter, Plexon) by manually defining cluster 480 boundaries using principal component as well as waveform features. Well isolated clusters based 481 on J3 statistics were classified as single units (Nicolelis et al., 2003) . J3 measures the ratio of the 482 average distance between points within clusters to the average distance between clusters. It takes 483 a maximum value for compact, well-separated clusters. 484
Data Analysis 485
Behavioral performance 486
All completed trials (120 trial per block) were included in our analysis. Behavioral sensitivity (d') 487 and criterion (c) were measured from hit rates within nonmatch trials and FA rates within match 488 trials as: 489 
Pupil area 499
All pupil area measurements were measured binocularly at 500 Hz while monkeys maintained 500 fixation in absence of a luminosity change using infrared camera (EyeLink 1000, SR Research). 501
Raw pupil areas were normalized for each session and each eye separately. Mean pupil area was 502 measured by averaging the normalized pupil area over 400 ms from sample appearance. 503
Neuronal response 504
Only neurons with an average spike rate 60-260 ms after sample stimulus onset that was 505 significantly (p < 0.01) greater than the rate 0 to 250 ms before sample onset were used in the 506 analysis. To construct peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) for figures, spike trains were 507 smoothed with a half Gaussian kernel (15 ms SD with only a rightward tail), aligned to sample 508 stimuli onset and averaged across trials. A spike rate modulation index (MI) for each neuron was 509 calculated as the difference in average spike counts (60-260 ms after sample onset) between large 510 and small reward blocks (correct trials) divided by their sum. 511 For analyzing trial-by-trial dynamics of spike counts and GLM, absolute spike counts within 60 to 513 260 ms from sample stimuli onset (or test 1 onset) were used. 514
Principal component analysis (PCA) was done on spike rates from 0-400 ms separately for 515 each monkey in Matlab. Each neuron had two spike rates, one each for one type of reward block 516 (small or large reward). For monkey P, there were 407 neurons (814 spike trains) and for monkey 517 S, there were 563 neurons (1126 spike trains). Linear regression was fitted between PC scores of 518 spike histograms in small and large reward blocks for the first three principal components. 519
Pupil area-spike count-effort linear regression 520
Average pupil area over 0-400 ms from sample onset and spike counts from 60-260 ms on each 521 individual trial were used for linear regression analysis for pupil area versus spike count and 522 average effort states ("low" and "high") ( Figure 3J, left) . The pupil area was modeled as: pupil 523 area ~ a*(spike count) + b*(effort). Where a and b are the regression coefficients. All the trials 524 across small and large reward conditions that occurred after the first correct response (hit or CR) 525 following the reward switch were included in the analysis. In a second model: pupil area ~ 526 a*(spike count), each neuron was fitted separately for two reward conditions, small and large 527 (Figure 3J, right) . For this model, we used a subset of trials with matched pupil areas between the 528 two reward conditions. Standardized coefficients were compared across neurons that were fit at 529 significant level of p <0.
(F-test). 530
Pupil area-spike count cross-correlation 531
We measured cross-correlations between two time series, spike rates and pupil area as a function 532 of time lag over 700 ms period around the sample stimulus on (-350 ms to 350 ms) for each neuron. 533
Single trial spike trains were binned in a 10 ms sliding window (2 ms increments) and converted 534 to spike rates. Pupil area time series was sampled at 500 Hz and directly used for the cross-535 correlation analysis. Single trial cross-corrrelations were averaged, and trial-shuffled values were 536 subtracted separately for trials with small and large reward conditions. 537
Spike triggered averaged pupil area 538
We measured a spike triggered averaged (STA) pupil area for each neuron within a time window 539 of 0-400 ms from sample stimulus onset, across all trials. The time series of pupil areas were 540 aligned to individual spikes, and averaged. Finally, trial-shuffled subtracted STA was subtracted 541 from this averaged STA-pupil area for each neuron. 542
Generalized linear model (GLM) 543
Generalized linear model (GLM) regression was used to estimate the relationship between single 544 trial spike responses and reward expectancies, attentional efforts, behavior choices and stimulus 545 parameters. Single trial stimulus evoked spike counts were modeled to follow a negative binomial 546 distribution. The negative binomial distribution is well suited for the purpose, as spike count 547 variances of cortical neurons are most often equal to or greater than their means ( Figure S8 
Where, xj (j = 1,2,…,k) is a set of independent predictor variables. Assuming that the spike count 567 responses in non-overlapping time intervals are independent and variance is equal or greater than 568 (over dispersion) the mean, they can be modeled as negative binomial variables. As the mean spike 569 count is always positive, it can be modeled as: 570 The log-likelihood is: 582 
618 where, SE is the standard error. 619
Cross validation: Predictive performance of the GLMs was measured by cross validation. 620
Observations in each neuron's dataset were split at random into K partitions. GLM fit on K-1 621 training partitions was repeated and the remaining partition was used for validation. This cross 622 validation was repeated K times at each time one of the partitions served as the validation set. 623 selection between saccade (hit or FA) and no-saccade (miss or CR) was decoded from spike counts 626 during the test 1 stimulus period based on Bayesian inference of maximum posterior probability 627 using saccade-GLM ( Figure 5D ). According to Bayes' rule, the posterior probability density of 628 the estimated choice given a spike count response is: 629
